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SYNOPSIS
Zhao Li is the manager of a small Sichuan Opera troupe, living and
performing together in a rundown theatre located in the outskirts
of Chengdu, China. When she receives the notice of demolition for
the theatre, Zhao Li hides the news from everyone else, fearing that
this could spell the end of her opera troupe: besides the physical
demolition of their space, it’s the life of her “family” that is at stake.
As she struggles to search for a new theatre for them to both sing and
live in, the opera and its fantastic characters slowly begin to seep
into her real world...

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
I first came across Zhao Li and her opera troupe back in 2013 when I watched a
documentary made by a local journalist. The images were hastily captured on a
handi-cam but I was completely captivated by its larger than life characters both
on and off the stage. In the documentary, the troupe performed and lived together
in a rundown theatre in the outskirt of Chengdu. And every day, rain or shine, they
performed for an audience of mostly elders who came because it was a place to
spend the afternoon. I was immediately reminded of one of my favorite Ozu films
STORY OF FLOATING WEEDS. Just like the travelling troupe in the Ozu film, for Zhao
Li and her Sichuan Opera troupe, performing was not only their job but it was their
way of life. To me, these characters belonged to another time period, where they
would be celebrated for their craft and skills. But in modern China where traditions
are disappearing faster than ever, Zhao Li and her opera troupe struggle to survive.
I knew right away that if I was ever going to make a fictional film out of these people,
the only way to do it would be with the real life opera members I saw in the doc.
But was also aware of the challenges of having an existing documentary, it means
if I wanted to make a fiction film, I had to offer something that was wholly original
and different. This is when the idea started to simmer in my mind - a genre bending
film that begins in reality but then becomes an actual Sichuan Opera in the end.

SICHUAN OPERA IN MODERN CHINA
The origin of Sichuan Opera has been placed as early as the 1700. Although not as
widely known internationally as its cousin the Beijing Opera, Sichuan Opera took
on the distinct form of small independent travelling troupes that travelled from
village to village where superstitions of locals called for traditional opera to cast
out ghosts or pay sacrifice deities.
In present day, the economic boom of modern China has posed challenges for
the survival of this traditional art form. As young Chinese people now are less
interested in watching or learning its craft. Sichuan Opera is enjoyed predominately
by an aging local audience and visiting tourists. The surge in tourism has led to
traditional Sichuan Opera being simplified for its more eye-catching “circus” acts
such as breathing fire and changing face to be performed in hot-pot restaurants.
Although this way is usually distasteful to the skilled performers, but because of
the high pay, many troupes have disbanded as a result of losing members to the
more lucrative work provided by tourism.

There are now only a handful of the traditional travelling opera troupes in Sichuan
that still perform in the old way: Travelling from neighborhood to neighborhood
and changing to new theatre locations every few years when local ticket sales dries
up. A major challenge facing these small troupes like ZHAO LI’s has been the decline
in affordable theatre locations. Each time the troupes prepare to move again, there
is the risk that if they cannot find a new theatre space to both sing and live in, the
troupe family would be forced to disband.
I believe the story of Zhao Li and her troupe’s fight for their home and theatre is the
perfect metaphor to explore the larger theme of traditions struggling against the
modern society’s change of time.

CINEMATIC STYLE
Structuring the film as “the simple story of an opera troupe fighting for their
way of life that becomes their own fairytale opera story” is the way I have been
communicating with my key collaborators about this project.
For visual language, I would like to start with a specific mise-en-scene in which we
can stay as wide as we can when it is to emphasize what the troupe’s real situation
is in the current China. And letting the camera become more dynamic as we engage
with the more magical and surrealistic parts of the film.
I want the Sichuan Opera performances to be treated completely differently, with
a cinematic “PINA”-like lens, grandioso, and magical. ZHAO LI once told me that
while performing on stage, she is completely in her own world away from her reallife concerns. And it is only after the performance finishes that she looks out into
the audience and is pulled back to the grim reality of seeing how few audience
members actually came to see the show. I tried to make the fullest possible use of
all the tools of the cinematic lens, colors, music, and repetition of imagery to treat

opera performances as a complete separate world. In this cinematic breaking of the
form, we could truly explore the inner worlds of opera troupe members’ dreams,
hopes and fears and explore the story in the most fantastical and spectacular
fashion of dance, fight, color and sound of Sichuan Opera.
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